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We guarantee your success.
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KFV and SIEGENIA-AUBI:
opening the door to success and  

the window to the future.

Siegenia-aubi pursues a very simple 

corporate strategy: Leading the market 

through innovation and quality. We invented 

the technology yesterday that sets the 

standard today. For example: how people 

all around the world open or tip a window. 

and we are already looking for the solutions 

which have the potential to be the standards 

of tomorrow.

innovation is a tradition for us.  

and this has held true for four generations. 

True to our vision: We make windows and 

doors functional, ventilate rooms and create 

the best solutions together with our partners.

To secure our place as an industry leader in 

innovation, we invest heavily in research, 

development, personnel and process 

management. We are also looking for 

companies who can supplement our product 

portfolio and who share our corporate 

philosophy. in this brochure, we are pleased 

to introduce KFV, the newest member of the 

Siegenia-aubi group.

KFV’s high-quality door hardware and 

intelligent locking systems are the perfect 

complement to our existing product range. 

Our holistic view is to see doors and 

windows not as separate units but as a 

whole; as an intelligent facade. Like us, KFV 

has always succeeded in setting the industry 

standards, thereby becoming the german 

market leader for multi-point locks and one 

of the leading lock manufacturers in europe. 

The cooperation between Siegenia-aubi 

and KFV opens the door for joint success –  

and the window to the future offers the best 

prospects for both partners.

KFV: AdVAnces in quAlit y  

And innoVAtion in the Field oF  

modern locKing systems.
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We secure doors.

Velbert is the birthplace of the german lock 

and hardware industry. This is where Karl 

Fliether founded KFV in 1868 and where the 

company headquarters have been located 

ever since. anyone who has been committed 

to such a task for so long knows one thing:  

it is not primarily about locking doors. instead 

it is about making people feel safe and 

secure.

Over 550 employees work for KFV. They 

have made the company one of the top 

names for making door locks simpler and 

more secure; from mortise door locks to 

multi-point locks to complex, electronic 

locking systems. 

The excellent reputation that KFV enjoys both 

nationally and internationally is built on the 

highest quality products and great innova-

tion. Their wide range of market-ready 

products and the excellent technical service 

are further reasons why millions of fabrica-

tors and customers worldwide trust KFV. 

anyone who values security, values KFV.
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Our multi-point locks  
are always secure.



As 2300 As 2500 As 2600 As 2750
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More multi-point locks.

As 3500

if you’re looking for multi-point locks, you 

will hardly find a larger choice of variants 

with any other supplier. Whether for timber, 

PVC or aluminium profiles, key operated or 

lever operated, for single or double leaf 

doors or oversized doors. 

More reasons to choose our multi-point  

locks are the extensive advantages for the 

fabricator, including ease of preparation 

thanks to the unified routing detail for sash 

and frames, high-quality materials and 

precise workmanship. an attractive, easy to 

operate gear is simple to use and the long 

operating life ensures customer satisfaction.

Consistent development allows us to 

continue to make advances in quality and 

innovation within the multi-point locks sector. 

For example the aS 3500: as the only 

automatic lock, the aS 3500 is a magnetic 

solution without release latches. The flush 

appearance is unique. it can be used with 

standard frame parts thanks to the inter-

changeable packers and has a lockable 

handle for child safety.

the right lock for every area.
aS 2300: impressive sealing compression, 

giving good thermal insulation, with standard 

round bolts prevent the door from being 

prised open and impede break-in attempts.

aS 2500: Hook bolts make it more difficult 

to prise the door leaf and frame apart. 

aS 2600: Offers maximum security and can 

be used universally in all profiles and in 

timber doors.

aS 2750: Locks the sash on closure with 

two additional spring loaded latches in both 

additional lock cases. Two hookbolts ensure 

high level of security and a tight seal. 

equipped with soft-lock latches as standard.

aS 3500: automatic locking of two 

hookbolts which lock upwards provides 

automatic security. equipped with soft-lock 

latches as standard.
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The ‘Comfort’ mushroom cam: 
small detail, big impact.

convenient multi-point locks.
We don’t mind admitting it: The ‘Comfort’ 

mushroom cam is not a KFV innovation.  

it became part of our range through our 

partnership with Siegenia-aubi and shows 

the synergies that are possible between a 

window and a door hardware manufacturer. 

The ‘Comfort’ mushroom cam ensures a 

smooth operation and low-maintenance.  

its rolling mushroom cam hooks behind  

the frame parts, providing better protection 

against break-ins. it is therefore suitable  

for anti-intruder elements up to resistance 

class 2.

the advantages of the ‘comfort’ 
mushroom cam:  

 installation is already simplified  

in production
 automatically compensates for airgap 

tolerances of up to 2.5 mm
 automatic alignment of the height-adjust-

able cam (self-adjusting) for changing 

door conditions, for example temperature 

fluctuations
 eccentric contact pressure adjustment 

ensures tightness
 guarantees a durable locking system that 

is optimally adjusted at all times
 Prevents adjustments that are not only 

time-intensive, but also costly
 Comprehensive range of frame parts 

available
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locK And unloc K With  

A douBle Key turn.

1

2

3

We do not exclude anyone.
Whatever door your customer has, we have 

both variants in our range to cater to your 

customers’ needs. 

and if, in addition to the key or handle, your 

customers need a bit more security and 

convenience at the push of a button, then 

you can recommend our electric multi-point 

locks.

Precisely tailored to your customer’s needs: 
key operated or lever operated.

locKing And unlocKing From inside using 

the hAndle: 1 loc K, 2 resting Position,  

3 unloc K, Key cAn Be used to BlocK.
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Soft-lock latch.
Swing door  
roller latch.

Latch adjustment
AS 3500.

 The door can be opened by pressing the 

striker plate from the outside 
 For doors which are opened frequently, 

ideal for shop entrance doors and as the 

main entrance for public buildings
 Swing door roller latch can be adjusted to 

the airgap by adjusting the screws in the 

face plate

 a clip is engaged through the side 

opening using a screw driver and the 

latch is removed or rotated.
 every multi-point lock can therefore be 

installed on the right or the left side
 The latch can be changed easily without 

opening the gear box

 With high-quality, abrasion-resistant 

plastic coated latch 
 increased comfort with a quiet locking 

sound
 Maintenance-free since the latch does  

not need to be lubricated 
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Door security lock. Keep bolt.Bottom bushing.

 installed in the inactive leaf of double 

sash entrance doors
 Two-part hardware: deadbolts that extend 

20 mm upwards and downwards to lock 

and a locking rail
 Combined with mechanical and electronic 

multi-point locks
 easy to lock and unlock using the handle
 Thick bolts makes it particularly secure
 Ordered for right or left side installation 

according to the Din direction of the 

active leaf

 Protection from unwanted guests 
 no door chain installed on the door leaf 

means the door surface is not scratched 
 Locks from inside using the swivel knob
 Special feature: the position of the swivel 

knob is coordinated with the backset 
 Open from the outside with one turn of 

the key in the locking direction 
 Sprung index pin with 12.5 mm deadbolt 

to compensate for airgap tolerances 
 non-handed lock 
 available in connection with key-activated 

multi-point locks for timber, aluminium or 

PVC exterior doors

 aligned with the KFV keep bolts and 

standard shootbolts 
 Contact pressure adjustment +2/–1 mm 
 This compensates for installation tolerances
 Minimised friction of PVC on steel means 

less force required to operate  
 Compensation rings available in bevels of 

5°  and 9° to adapt it to the threshold
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Multi-point locks 
with uniform dimensions.

all the benefits at a glance.

advantages for the fabricator:  
 identical routing picture for sash and 

frame as well as all lock types
 Complete product range
 Solutions for special applications

advantages for the dealer:  
 Reduced warehousing levels of frame 

parts
 Products for all door materials:  

Timber, PVC, aluminium and steel

Our multi-point locks, with uniform dimen-

sions, are intelligent modular systems that 

make your work considerably easier. The 

new generation of multi-point locks are 

characterised by standardised routing 

details of the different lock types.

The advantages are obvious: simple to 

change, easy to retrofit, more options are 

available through the selection of variants, 

simplified stockholding levels, easy pre-

handling, lower service costs on-site. in 

short: Our multi-point locks with uniform 

dimensions help you to more effectively  

tap into your full potential.
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aS 2600 ee 930 aS 3500locking railStriker plates
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The three-latch lock AS 2750: 
Three times the compression.

Simply pull it shut.
The difference is two additional spring 

loaded soft-lock latches in the additional 

lock cases: always locked with three latches, 

the aS 2750 protects constantly against 

door warping and even offers high basic 

security when unlocked. in addition, the 

key-activated lock, the hook latch combina-

tion, together with the deadbolt of the main 

lock, which is saw-proof, prevents intruders 

breaking in or prising open the door. The 

easily operated gear ensures good compres-

sion sealing, as well as excellent heat and 

sound insulation.

all advantages of the aS 2750: 
 Three latches impede break-in attempts 

due to the retracting movement of the 

latch 
 Hook latch combination prevents break-ins 

and the door being prised open for 

greater protection against break-ins up  

to RC3
 Three soft-lock latches protect against 

door warping
 Optimum seal, heat and sound insulation
 With optional door security lock
 Locking rail e3Q allows combination with 

the daytime latch
 Suitable for apartment doors, residential 

front doors and the commercial sector

With triPle selF -closing Function thAnKs 

to the sPring loAded l Atches.
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Flexible universal lock:
The service lock is the ideal solution to 

quickly repair and maintain front doors for 

homes and apartments.  

as a universal system, it offers a cost-effec-

tive replacement for a variety of multi-point 

locks from KFV as well as other manufac-

turers. in addition to the required flexibility 

during assembly, it also reduces stockhol-

ding levels considerably, which has many 

advantages.

The service lock can be used to repair all 

standard door leaf rebate heights from 

1625 to 2400 mm. Handles can be installed 

in any position.

The service lock: 
A quick solution for defective front doors.

all benefits at a glance:  
 Special flat coupling point with Siegenia- 

aubi TiTan aF fine connecting teeth
 as a rule, the face plate is made of stain - 

less steel for a high-quality appearance 

without corrosion on any cut edges
 Main lock set available separately in 

different backsets – far lower stockhol-

ding levels than other products
 10 to 8 mm spindle square adapter sleeve 

included in the main lock set as standard
 extension components and drive rods are 

locked in the correct cropping position 

with a rivet and protected for transport

loWer milling costs: Fl At couPling 

locAted in the u-ProFile FAce Pl Ate in  

the ProFile.

eight diFFerent mAin loc K sets.



Some call it ingenious.  
We call it GENIUS.
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geniuS is our mechatronic locking and 

unlocking system. it combines the locking 

properties of a mechatronic multi-point lock 

with the convenient features of state-of-the-art 

electronics. geniuS can be combined with 

access control systems and many other 

applications, which makes many custom  

solutions possible. Depending on the version,  

it is suitable for use in private homes and in 

commercial or industrial buildings.

convenient and accessible. 
With geniuS radio transmitters, you can 

open up to four doors and say goodbye to 

carrying around jangling bunches of keys. 

geniuS offers a new level of home comfort 

particularly for apartment buildings with 

front doors that are locked in the evening.  

if you’re coming home late, the front door 

can be conveniently unlocked using the 

intercom – and then locked immediately 

when it closes.

geniuS can therefore make life much easier 

for the elderly and people with disabilities. 

Doors open and close completely at the 

touch of a button in combination with 

revolving door drives.

using the io-homecontrol® 

wireless protocol, remote-

operable doors can be 

connected to numerous 

additional building technol-

ogy products to create an 

intelligent overall system.

trust is good, access control is better.
For use in office buildings, geniuS can be 

controlled using access control systems that 

assign employees precisely defined access 

rights for all rooms. using the day/night 

mode you can synchronise the system 

perfectly with working hours. it is also 

possible to combine it with time switches  

and alarm systems.

There are different variants of geniuS with 

access control: as a transponder version for 

battery-free management of up to 99 access 

keys or as an infrared remote control for up 

to 256 access keys and extremely securely 

coded data transfer.

The geniuS fingerprint recognition, which 

integrated into the door leaf, is as unique  

as a fingerprint itself. its biometric principle 

makes it far superior to keys, numerical 

codes and cards in terms of security. 

individual fingerprints can be saved on up  

to 99 memory slots and easily assigned 

different door functions. The system does not 

require a separate evaluation unit and can 

be installed with very little cabling.

17

Convenience and security 
 at the push of a button.

genius-motor
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Our locks:  
Master of the resistance classes.
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Feel secure in the knowledge that  
you’ve chosen the right lock.

KFV offers a wide range of locks for 

commercial and residential buildings. Here 

you will find the right lock with the desired 

resistance requirements for every door, and 

all with the best quality of workmanship: 

With reinforced steel pins for a high level of 

protection against sawing, solid construction 

and high-quality processed face plates.

if you cannot find the appropriate lock in our 

Din range, then take a look at the locks for 

special requirements. both categories share 

one main characteristic: market-ready 

innovations.

Quiet, quieter, soft-lock. 
For doors that are opened countless times 

every day, a particularly quiet locking noise 

can be an important selling point for a lock. 

With our soft-lock you hear barely more than  

a pleasant click thanks to the stable plastic 

coating of the latches and internal noise 

absorption. all of that, without a reduction  

in durability or security. 

door to door security.
class 1: For doors that are opened 

infrequently and carefully – for example, 

storeroom doors.

class 2: For doors that are opened 

regularly and carefully – for example  

office doors. 

class 3: For doors that are opened 

frequently and with great force – for 

example doors in public buildings.

class 4: For doors that are opened very 

frequently and sometimes roughly – for 

example doors with increased anti-intruder 

protection and doors in public buildings.
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We leave nothing out:
DIN standard locks.

Of course, our mortise locks are also 

available for rebated doors and non-rebated 

doors that close using lever locks, bathroom 

knobs or cylinders.

Latch and deadbolt locks are available with 

1 or 2 throws, with different deadbolt 

projections (15, 20 and 25 mm), various 

backsets as well as different face plate 

versions. as you can see, our Din standard 

locks feature not only outstanding workman-

ship, but also a wide product range.

mortise door locK, cl.  4

sWing door roller lAtch deAdBolt locK

mortise door locK, cl.  3

deAdBolt loc K

mortise door loc K, cl.  2

l Atch deAdBolt locK

mortise door locK, cl.  1
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Especially innovative:
our special locks.

it is flush because it has no protruding latch 

when open. it is maintenance free, low-noise, 

looks good and does not need a flat striker. 

it is truly innovative: Our new magnetic lock 

is the star in our wide range of special locks. 

You will also find locks for sliding doors with 

hookbolts, locks for radiation protective 

doors and a number of additional special 

locks, for example for panic exits and fire 

protection areas.

sliding door locK

sWing door locK

sliding door locK

l Atch loc K

mAgnetic locK

locK For rAdiAtion ProtectiVe doors



The last thing you should have to  
worry about in an emergency is doors.

22
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Fire rated, emergency exit, panic exit.

cylinder with and without free-running cam. 
 Cylinders with fixed or free-running catches as 

well as mechatronic cylinders with cross sections 

to Din 18252 can be installed
 The maximum permissible position of the cam  

in the key withdrawal positions is 30°

Further product advantages in detail:

adjustable escape direction and  
din direction. 

 Right, left and escape sides are indivi dually 

adjustable thanks to the simple latch switch

all locking functions are possible. 
 all locks and multi-point locks are available  

in all four locking functions (b, C, D or e) 
 Keyless opening in the escape direction is 

always possible 

the turning point in an emergency.  
in an emergency, every second counts. This 

is why KFV offers a full range of locks and 

multi-point locks that are characterised by 

maximum security, simple handling and 

powerful innovation. 

Whether you require emergency exit locks 

-in accordance with en 179 or panic door 

locks in accordance with en 1125, you can 

rely on the many product advantages of 

KFV. For example the 20 mm deadbolt 

projection with only one half turn of the key 

or the availability of mortise door locks, 

latch and deadbolt locks and multi-point 

locks.

Powerful innovation: the double sash 
panic door locks from KFV. 
KFV has revolutionised the manufacturing 

process for double sash panic exit doors. 

The easy to install three-part solution 

minimises milling costs and enormously 

reduces the time required to produce an 

emergency secondary sash. The hardware  

in the side part accommodates the locking 

element of the active leaf. if the operating 

unit on the inactive leaf is activated, the main 

leaf automatically unlocks and the element 

can be used as an emergency escape with 

its full opening width. The inactive leaf 

hardware locks automatically on closing.

available for all current secondary sash 

profiles for timber, PVC and metal.



Variety frames our product range. 

24
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The right type for every task.

deAdBolt BAcKingcomPression control

ProFiled end cAPs

For any profile system and any door profile: 

Variety frames our product range. However, 

our innovations are what set us apart from 

the competition. For example our new 

compression control. With its wide setting 

range (+/–2.5 mm), it is the top product on  

the market for shallow installation depths. a 

remarkably high level of contact pressure 

guarantees effective protection, for example 

against strong winds and driving rain.

The new, visually appealing deadbolt 

backing can be conveniently clipped in from 

the front and is available in various installa-

tion depths. The new profiled end caps 

ensure correct positioning during installation 

and an attractive appearance with various 

PVC profiles.
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Electronic latch release. Striker rail. Individual striker plates.

 Continuous striker creates an elegant 

appearance 
 Simple installation, as only one part  

needs to be attached
 Various latch receivers are available, 

providing excellent compression control
 With eccentric compression control for 

bolts and hooks

 Flexible application
 Cost-effective and simple installation 
 Various latch receivers are available, 

providing excellent compression control
 With eccentric compression control for 

bolts and hooks

 Designed for three latch closures  

aS 2750 in apartment buildings
 is combined with three standard electronic 

latch releases
 Cabling is on the frame side
 The electronic latch release can release 

all three auxiliary latches
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Angle striker plate. Daytime latch.Lock case.

Frame parts with  
reinforcement plate.

Hinge side security device.
axxent door hinge:

fully concealed.

 For aluminium doors up to 120 kg
 Simple 3D adjustment
 Two-piece hinge with frame and sash part
 Door leaf can be easily installed and 

removed

 Consists of two uniform, toothed wedge 

lock elements
 Can be adjusted to the airgap of the 

respective profile system
 Can also be milled

 Suitable for apartment building main 

entrance doors with lining and coating of 

different door systems in the various 

versions
 For example as a latch or deadbolt plate 

or as a hinge side security device

 adjustable alternatives to our striker 

plates and strikers
 Specifically designed for use with timber

 For main entrance doors to houses  

and apartments
 Can be combined with various latch 

receivers
 With punching for electronic door 

openers

 More cost-effective than an electronic 

door opener
 For retrofitting or for standard use with 

KFV accessories 
 Main lock latch releases using mechanical 

locking
 Locking slider makes installation simple
 Minimal installation depth 



A company of the SIEGENIA-AUBI GROUP.

Contact your dealer:

Siegenia-aubi worldwide:

austria  Phone: +43 6225 8301

belarus  Phone: +375 17 3121168

benelux  Phone: +32 9281 1312

china  Phone: +86 10 8739 89-51/-52/-53

France  Phone: +33 38961 8131

germany  Phone: +49 271 3931-0

great britain  Phone: +44 2476 622000

KFV Karl Fliether gmbH & Co. Kg

Siemensstraße 10

D-42551 Velbert

Hungary  Phone: +36 76 500810

italy  Phone: +39 02 935 3601

Poland  Phone: +48 7744 77700

russia  Phone: +7 495 7211762

South Korea  Phone: +82 31 7985590

Switzerland  Phone: +41 333 4610-10

turkey  Phone: +90 216 593 4151

ukraine  Phone: +38 044 4637979

Phone:  +49 2051 278-0

Telefax: +49 2051 278-167

info@kfv.de

www.kfv.de
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